Control and Switching of Aromaticity in Various All-Aza-Expanded Porphyrins: Spectroscopic and Theoretical Analyses.
Modification of aromaticity is regarded as one of the most interesting and important research topics in the field of physical organic chemistry. Particularly, porphyrins and their analogues (porphyrinoids) are attractive molecules for exploring various types of aromaticity because most porphyrinoids exhibit circular conjugation pathways in their macrocyclic rings with various molecular structures. Aromaticity in porphyrinoids is significantly affected by structural modification, redox chemistry, NH tautomerization, and electronic states (singlet and triplet excited states). Conversely, aromaticity significantly affects the spectroscopic properties and chemical reactivities of porphyrinoids. In this context, considerable efforts have been devoted to understanding and controlling the aromaticity and antiaromaticity of porphyrinoids. Thus, a series of porphyrinoids are in the limelight, being expected to shed light on this field because they have some advantages to demonstrate the switching of aromaticity; it is possible to control the aromaticity by lowering the temperature, adding and removing the protons of expanded porphyrins, changing the chemical environment, and switching the electronic states (triplet and singlet excited states) by photoexcitation. In this regard, this Review describes the control of aromaticity in various expanded porphyrins from the spectroscopic point of view with assistance from theoretical calculations.